F. E. Browder [1] and W. A. Kirk [4] have independently proved that if F is a closed, bounded, convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space, and if T is a nonexpansive mapping from F into F, then T has a fixed point in F. The following corollary was proved by Kirk [4] and also by Browder and Petryshyn [2] : If E is a uniformly convex Banach space, and T: E-> E is a nonexpansive mapping, and if for some x x e E the sequence {T n x 1 } of Picard iterates of T is bounded, then T has a fixed point in E. Browder and Petryshyn also observed that if the nonexpansive mapping T has a fixed point in E, then for any x λ eE the sequence {T n x^ will be bounded. Outlaw and Groetsch [6] have recently announced the following extension of this corollary: If E is a uniformly convex Banach space, and T:E->E is a nonexpansive mapping, and S λ = XI + (1 -X)T for a given λ, 0 < λ < 1, then T has a fixed point in E if and only if the sequence {Sj^i} of Picard iterates of S λ is bounded for each x λ e E. The purpose of this note is to show that this corollary and its extension are both special cases of a considerably more general corollary of the Browder-Kirk theorem.
W. R. Mann [5] introduced the following general iterative process: Suppose A = [a np ] is an infinite real matrix satisfying (1) a np ^> 0 for all n, p, and a np = 0 for p > n; (2) ΣJ=i a np -1 for each n; (3) lim w a np -0 for each p. If F is a closed convex subset of a Banach space E, and T: F->F is a continuous mapping, and ^eF, then the process M(x lf A, T) is defined by To prove this, we will make use of the following lemma which is a straightforward consequence of uniform convexity. for all n; and if ||ι; w || ^ b for all n, then
for all n. So, given x λ eE and a process M(x l9 A, T) in which both of the sequences {x n }, {v n } are bounded, we wish to show that T has a fixed point. This will be done by showing that T maps a certain bounded, closed, convex set into itself. We use the notation We now show T(Gi) c C ί+1 : α? G Gi implies || x -v n \\ ^ 2r for all n^i, which gives || Tx -Tv n \\ ^ || x -v n || <; 2r for all n ;> i; but, since x n+1 = ΪX, this can be written II Tx -a? Λ+1 || ^ 2r for all w ^ i, so that TxeC i+1 . Define sets C and G by
Clearly, Z) r (0) c Gc Cc Ar(0); and G,C are bounded, closed, convex sets.
The proof will be completed by showing CcG, so that T(G)dCaG (i.e., T maps the bounded, closed, convex set G into itself). Since C = \J? =1 C iy it suffices to show that for each i, d c G. Suppose i is a given positive integer, and x e C i# We wish to show that α; e G. The first step toward this end is set off as the following lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1 continued.
We return now to the final problem of showing xeG (see immediately before Lemma 2). Given any c > 0, choose ε > 0 such that p ε ^ c (this can be done by Lemma 1, in which r > 0 is taken as the r we are using in this proof). For this ε, there exists a positive integer j ε ;> i such that x e F jε (by Lemma 2). We will show G j& Π D c (x) Φ φ. Since c is arbitrary, this will show xeG = (UΓ=i G<)" * We suppose G, ε Π D c (x) = ^ and obtain a contradiction. Since 0 e D r (0) c (? iβ , 0 g £>"(#), and so 0 < c/|| x \\ < 1. Let ί x = 1 -(c/|| a? ||). Then 0 < t, < ί and || t,x -x || = (1 -ίJH a? || = c. Since {^efl^), we have t^xiG^. Now a e^cflί^ArW = Cj ε > and since C is also contains 0 and is convex, t λ x e C jε .
Since t& ί G iβ and τ e C jε , we have ^a? g Π^i.AΛ). Let n be a positive integer, w ^ j ε , such that ^ίArW Let t 2 = sup {ί: 0 < ί < 1 and tx e D 2r (v n )} .
This set of ί's is nonempty since D r (Q)(zD 2r (v n ).
Since D 2r {v n ) is closed, we have t 2 xeD 2r (v n 
and it is easily seen from the definition of t z that we must have \\t 2 x -v n \\ = 2r. If ί 2 :> ί x , then, since 0 and t 2 x are in the convex set D 2r {v n ), we would have tixeD 2r (v n ) which is not true. Hence t 2 < ί 1# Similarly we have || x -v n \\ > 2r, since 0 is in the convex set D 2r (v n ) and ^a; is not. Since x e F jε and since w ^ j 8 , x e D 2r+ε (v n ), so we have 2r < || x -v Λ || ^ 2r + e. Next we observe that if t e (0,1)
With u = t 2 x -v n and v = x -v n we now have \\ u \\ -2r, 2r < \\ v \\ 2 r + ε, and || (1 -t)u + tv\\> 2r for all t e (0,1). Hence || u -v \\ = || t 2 x -x\\ ^ p ε (see Lemma 1) . But ε was chosen so that p ε ίg c. So we have ||ί £ a;-a?|| = (1 -t 2 )j|a?|| g p ε £ c . This gives t 2 ^ 1 -(c/||a?||) = ί x , which is a contradiction.
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THEOREM 2. If E is a normed linear space, and if T: E-+E is a nonexpansive mapping, and if T has a fixed point peE
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